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ABSTRACT Whereas 4G LTE networks have brought about an increase in data rates of mobile networks,
they are unable to meet the capacity demands of future networks. Specifically, the centralized nature of the
evolved packet core (EPC) makes the network non-scalable to match the exponential increase in number
of wireless devices in addition to the complexities of diverse service requirements. The SDN concept has
recently attracted a lot of research interest as a viable proposition for bringing about programmability and
ease of network management while also offering flexibility for innovative network designs. However, current
SDN implementations are not adapted to support business agreements that foster interoperability among
mobile network operators (MNOs). This paper is an extended version of our earlier work and we intend
to present a unified SDN and blockchain architecture with enhanced spectrum management features for
enabling seamless user roaming capabilities between MNOs. Our simulation results show that users can
experience no disruption in service with very minimal delay as they traverse between operators.
INDEX TERMS Blockchain, interoperability, LTE, MNO, SDN.
I. INTRODUCTION
The upsurge and exponential growth in the number of wire-
less devices owing to ubiquitous smartphones, tablets and
other wireless devices has led to an unprecedented increase in
mobile traffic with projected annual mobile traffic expected
to hit 291.8 exabytes by 2019 [1].While this trend is expected
to increase year on year, studies have shown that about 80% –
90% of this traffic will be generated indoors [2]. Current 4G
long term evolution (LTE) networks are being stretched to
their theoretical limits as mobile network operators (MNOs)
are faced with the challenge of meeting increasing demands
for higher data rates, network capacity, spectral and energy
efficiency [3].
Densification of the network has been adopted as a key
technique for boosting the network capacity in a bid towards
providing ubiquitous connectivity to these huge number of
wireless devices. Network densification is characterized by
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Derek Abbott .
huge concentration of base stations (BS) per unit area in order
to exploit spatial reuse for higher spectral efficiency. Indeed
the authors in [4] are of the view that contrary to BS densities
of 8 – 10 BSs/km2 in 4G cellular networks, the network
density of future networks are anticipated to be in the region
of 40 – 50 BSs/km2, representing a fourfold increase over
current 4G networks. However, while the densification of
base stations seeks to address the spectrum scarcity problem
and bring about higher system capacity, it invariably has its
attendant challenges.
Firstly, the network complexity increases with increase in
BS deployments [5]. Networks are becoming increasingly
enormous in size and heterogenous in nature with different
equipment, application and services provided by different
manufacturers. Indeed one of the main drawbacks of current
4G deployments is the non-scalability of central devices such
as the evolved packet core (EPC) [6], which introduces a sin-
gle point of failure making configuration and management of
these large-scale networks cumbersome. These complexities
no doubt create a need for novel approaches in the design of
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future networks that can guaranty flexibility, adaptability and
agility to meet dynamic application requirements while also
having the capability of simultaneously providing optimized
support for the diverse use cases [5].
Secondly, the increased deployment of macro base sta-
tions (MBSs) may not be economically viable especially
with meeting the coverage and capacity requirements in
indoor environments owing to building penetration losses
(BPL) [2]. This scenario creates coverage holes, which could
result in severe performance degradation and disruption of
services and applications. Specifically, the massive machine
type communication (mMTC) use case of 5G, will witness
large scale deployment of IoT devices which studies say
will be in the region of 1,000,000 devices/km2 [1], a good
number of which will be deployed indoors. These devices are
characterized by transmission of relatively low to relatively
high volume of data with a requirement for adequate coverage
to ensure long battery life operation.
In response to the above issues, current network deploy-
ments have witnessed increased deployments of small cells
(such as femtocells and picocells) in indoor environments
to fill the capacity and coverage gap. Through dense
deployments of small cells, the average distance between
transmitters and receivers is reduced, culminating in lower
propagation losses, higher data rates and higher energy effi-
ciency [7]. Small cells offer much higher processing and
computational capabilities than Wi-Fi access points, thus
providing support for mobile edge computing (MEC). By this
approach, low latency (such as tactile internet) and real-time
applications can be brought in closer proximity to end users,
through the provision of IT and cloud computing capabilities
within the radio access networks (RAN) [8].
Furthermore, the advances and success recorded with soft-
ware defined networks (SDN) [6], [9] and blockchain [10],
[11] have positioned them as key enabling technologies for
5G networks and beyond. Different from traditional networks
where the control and data planes reside in the router and
switching devices [12], SDN decouples the control plane
from the data plane to allow for simpler programmable net-
work elements while moving complex control logic to an
external controller, which is a software platform running on
a commodity server technology [13]. Blockchain is a dis-
tributed ledger technology (DLT), for recording a growing
list of digital actions or transactions, chained to each other
and distributed across nodes [11, 14]. Indeed there has been
growing interests by several authors in employing the smart
contract feature of blockchain for sharing spectrum assets
among operators in a secure and trusted manner [10], [15].
In this paper, we present an extended version of our pre-
vious work [16], by proposing an enhanced platform for
managing spectrum assets to enable interoperability between
MNOs over small cells. Our solution leverages SDN and
smart contracts to establish trust between operators in order
to provide uninterrupted service to mobile subscribers as they
switch from one mobile network to another. To this end, our
major contributions are presented as follows:
• Our architecture incorporates an intelligent SDN con-
troller design with the capability to dynamically switch
subscribers between operators whenever an operator’s
service is unavailable. This switch is done in a seamless
fashion to ensure that subscribers do not experience
service disruption as they roam between networks.
• In addition, we employ the smart contract feature of
blockchain to create trust betweenMNOs through which
agreements and the complexities of service level agree-
ments (SLAs) can be managed. The smart contract is
used to simplify and automate interconnect billing pro-
cesses as well as roaming settlements between operators.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
provides a literature review of related work, highlighting
some of the research on small cell deployments done so far
while also identifying gaps in current research. In section III,
we present our proposed architecture and the concept behind
it. Section IV describes the operation of our model in detail
as well as the model implementation and tools to be used.
Finally, in Section V, we summarize the work and give direc-
tions for future research.
II. RELATED WORK
Industry experts are of the view that 5G networks and beyond
will not just be an incremental improvement over their pre-
decessors but rather a revolutionary leap forward in terms
of data rates, latency, massive connectivity, network reliabil-
ity and energy efficiency [1]. In meeting with the extreme
networking requirement especially in indoor scenarios, small
cell network deployments have emerged as a very promising
solution. Small cells are low cost and low power base stations
that have shorter coverage area relative to macro base stations
and are often employed for offloading macro traffic or to
complement macro cells in dense networks [17].
While, it is well established that the majority of indoor
mobile traffic today is carried by wireless local area net-
works (WLAN) or Wi-Fi, these networks are increasingly
becoming saturated [17], [18], making them unable to deal
with the exponential increase in the number of devices and
data traffic which will characterize future networks. This has
created the need for the deployments of small cells in indoor
scenarios to meet the demands of 5G in terms of capacity
and coverage requirements as well as providing Quality of
Service (QoS) guarantees for vertical industries. Recently,
the emergence ofmicro-operators (µO) [17] has received a lot
of research interest, and has defined a concept whereby indus-
try/business stakeholders can exploit their domain specific
knowledge to establish local small cell networks where con-
text related services and content can be offered with quality
of service guarantees in high-demand areas such as shopping
malls, hospitals, campuses, sport arenas and enterprises [17],
[18]. Two good examples of successful commercial deploy-
ments of small cell networks include Cloudberry, the first
small cell operator in the world [19], [20] and Denseair [21].
These µOs through their small cell deployments are respon-
sible for providing the indoor radio access network (RAN) in
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collaboration with facility owners and service providers such
as MNOs and vendors under a neutral host arrangement.
In essence, the micro-operator acts a carrier for carri-
ers. Two main benefits of this approach to the MNOs are
(i) massive cost savings (CAPEX and OPEX) in terms of
reduction in the cost of rolling out and managing new base
station deployments which in turn reduces time to market
and (ii) extension of the MNOs geographic coverage and
network footprint thus allowing their subscriber to access
network services and applications over a neutral operator’s
network, which in turn provides additional revenue streams
to the MNO and µO.
While facility owners do not want a single operator to
dominate capacity provision on one hand, they are opposed
to the deployment and management of multiple physical
indoor networks by different actors on the other hand [20].
Therefore, in addition to providing the RAN for MNOs,
µOs play a strategic role in managing business agreements
between the various actors through the deployment of a sin-
gle shared infrastructure. The potential benefits of employ-
ing blockchain technology, as a distributed digital ledger,
in telecommunications has been suggested in literature. Some
of these benefits include interoperability, traceability, reliabil-
ity and capability to execute autonomous transactions [15].
Indeed, the authors in [10] proposed adopting blockchain
technology as a facilitator for sharing network resources
among operators in a secure and trusted manner. To this end,
the main contribution of this paper is to present a frame-
work for managing both the network operations and busi-
ness agreements of multi-operator small cell deployments
using blockchain. Specifically, we intend to employ the smart
contract feature of blockchain to realize an autonomous,
distributed, secure and reliable architecture for small cells
networks.
Several studies have been conducted on small cell deploy-
ment for multi-operator support [10], [17], [18], [20]. In [17],
the authors propose a framework for indoor small cell deploy-
ment managed by micro operators that leverages on network
slicing to provide customized services. The authors identified
insufficient coverage between local area networks (LAN) and
wide area networks (WAN) as a motivation for the deploy-
ment of small cells. In their framework, the micro operator
is responsible for virtualizing the small cell into network
slices realized using SDN and NFV, and these slices can
form part of the product/service offering of a micro oper-
ator to MNOs, service providers or end users. While it is
envisaged that through this framework MNOs can improve
their indoor coverage without much expenses, it also opens
up additional revenue stream for the micro-operator as they
can charge the MNOs for accessing its local network. The
network slices to be used will depend on the end to end (E2E)
requirements such as bandwidth, data rate, latency, number
of users, etc. The assumption that network slicing should be
operated by the MNO while 3rd parties service providers buy
the network slices from MNOs has been challenged [18].
In their view, new stakeholders such as micro operators
could deploy ultra-dense small cell RAN for tailored ser-
vice delivery to various infrastructure providers including
MNOs by employing network slices and spectrum sharing
techniques.
The different servicemodels proposed include cloud-based
Platform as a Service (PaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS),
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) and Network as a Ser-
vice (NaaS) as an extension of all the afore-mentioned mod-
els. With network slicing, operators could meet the diverse
use case requirements and exploit the benefits of a common
network infrastructure by abstracting the slice functionality to
expose the capabilities of 3rd party service providers through
open Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). However,
network slices require radio resources for meeting agreed
service quality, hence the authors are of the view that efficient
deployment of ultra-dense small cell RAN calls for novel
spectrum micro licensing models.
Two spectrum sharing models recently approved by regu-
lators include licensed shared access (LSA) in Europe and the
citizens broadband radio services (CBRS) in the U.S., where
both models introduce mobile communications on bands
shared with incumbent users. In their proposed high-level
architecture, two entities are introduced – the spectrum man-
ager and the co-existence manger whose roles are to control
spectrum access according to spectrum availability infor-
mation and to coordinate between different license holders
including micro licensees with different levels of spectrum
access rights respectively.
The problem of small cell network sharing with a
focus on the business model implications for different
multi-operator deployment solutions for indoor scenarios
were discussed in [20]. Four business models were identi-
fied in their study and these include (i) distributed antenna
systems (DAS) (ii) multi-operator smallcells using common
frequencies (iii) multi-operator smallcells using dedicated
frequencies and (iv) multi-operator access using roaming.
The multi-operator small cells are femtocell networks com-
prising two types of nodes: femtocell access points (FAPs)
and femtocell gateways (FeGW). The DAS solution are com-
monly used to improve indoor coverage for voice services and
suffer capacity limitations in supporting the high demands
of next generation networks. The small cell networks on
the other hand can provide the very high capacity demands
of future networks. From the business case perspective,
the indoor deployment models can be further classified as
shown in Fig.1.
In the multi-operator small cell network based on a com-
mon frequency, operators share the same frequency over the
radio access network provided by the FAPs while the FeGW
connects to and manages the access points over the internet
and thereafter forwards operator traffic to their respective
core network. In the dedicated frequency approach, each
operator employs a different frequency and the FeGW located
in the same premises as the FAPs is used to distinguish the
various streams of traffic which are forwarded to different
operators over the internet.
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FIGURE 1. Classification of indoor network deployments based on the
business model.
TABLE 1. Classification of cells.
In the roaming-based approach, control of the spectrum is
key to the business [20] for the independent operator, where
the capacity to offload traffic and computationally intensive
tasks is a vital service offering. There are different cellular
implementations currently available. The transmission range
varies from femtocells being the shortest to macrocells being
the longest. A classification of cellular networks together
with the number of devices they can support is presented
in Table 1 [17], [22].
The concept of sharing network resources among oper-
ators in small cell networks is presented in [10]. Here the
smart contract feature of blockchain is used to manage the
attach and detach procedures of a user equipment (UE) to
mobile networks, such that the user subscription information
and authentication keys are stored in a distributed ledger
instead of a centralized home subscriber server (HSS). The
distributed ledger can thus be seen as a functional replace-
ment of the HSS. Authentication and security procedures are
performed by communicating with this ledger.
In the network sharing arrangement, multiple copies of
the same ledger are distributed throughout the network and
all nodes (core network elements) including the serving
and guest network operators retain a copy of the entire
blockchain. Here the MNO providing the service is the
serving operator while the operator receiving the service is
called the guest operator. This will facilitate the provision
of services to subscribers from other operators based on
successful network authentication. Hence, peer to peer trans-
actions between the guest operator and the serving operator
can be executed by the smart contract based on the user’s
consumption and smart contract contents which could be
time variant depending on the geographical location of the
small cells [10]. An interesting feature of the blockchain
based approach to network management is that it enables
autonomous transactions such that contract clauses embed-
ded in the smart contracts are automatically executed once
the triggering conditions are met (e.g., breach of SLAs) [15].
From the works reviewed so far, one thing that has
clearly not been addressed is how business agreements can
be created between operators that will enable subscribers
from one MNO to use the services of another MNO in
a shared network. Such a framework could enable MNOs
to leverage on areas where each MNO has a comparative
advantage to provide value added services to their sub-
scribers in a cost-effective manner, for example in loca-
tions where an MNO may have poor network coverage.
To the best of our knowledge, our solution is the first to
come up with an architecture for enabling business agree-
ments among MNOs. It will be interesting to develop an
integrated framework that can efficiently manage network
operations as well as the business agreements between the
various actors in a multi-operator small cell network. This
gap provides the motivation for this research work as we
propose a blockchain-based approach implemented on top
of an SDN infrastructure for supporting multi-operator small
cell deployments.
III. PROPOSED INTEGRATED SDN AND BLOCKCHAIN
ARCHITECTURE
We consider indoor scenarios such as shopping malls, hos-
pitals and campuses, with high user traffic and where the
radio signal from an MNO’s macro base station may become
severely attenuated, owing to BPL. The architecture is shown
in Fig. 2. This architecture is central to our design as it inte-
grates the SDN and blockchain platform to allow interoper-
ability between MNOs. The µO is responsible for deploying
the indoor small cell infrastructure following consultations
with facility owners.
These indoor small cells are plug and play femtocells
hereafter referred to as home eNBs (HeNBs) [23], [24], which
have the capability to support much higher data rates, higher
number of concurrent users, higher processing power and
storage capacity thanWiFi access points. The HeNBs provide
the primary access technology based on the 3GPP standards
and they are deployed extensively around the facility to pro-
vide adequate radio access network coverage.
A. SDN PLATFORM DESIGN
The role of SDN is to decouple the network operations into
the control and data planes to allow for ease of network
management and programmability via software programs.
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FIGURE 2. Proposed solution for supporting multi-operator small cell deployments.
Specifically, the control logic is migrated to SDN controllers
which are implemented in software and are responsible for
programming of forwarding devices as well as handling the
allocation of traffic to the data plane.
In designing the SDN controller, we make reference to the
recently developedOpenFlow switch (OF-Switch) 13module
developed by [25] and the architectural framework by [26].
The authors in these papers designed an SDN-based network
using ns-3 simulator. The OF-Switch13 module provides
support for OpenFlow protocol version 1.3 by incorporating
both a switch device and controller in its design. However,
unlike [26], where the GPRS tunneling protocol (GTP) is
retained, our design eliminates the control signaling overhead
incurred from maintenance of GTP tunnels by replacing the
serving gateway (S-GW) and packet data network gateway
(P-GW) with OF-Switches. The OF-Switch performs packet
forwarding based on rules provided by the SDN controller.
Thus, the data plane consists of a set eNodeBs (eNBs) con-
nected to the switch ports of the OF-Switch through which
UE traffic is forwarded to its destination. The SDN controller
on the other hand handles the control plane functionalities
of the mobility management entity (MME) and policy charg-
ing and rules function (PCRF). This makes it in charge of
executing the control signal logic required for UE authen-
tication, mobility management, network topology and flow
table configuration. The controller communicates with the
OF-Switch in the data plane using the OpenFlow protocol
via the southbound interface [13], [27]. Packets arriving at
the data plane are checked for a matching rule at the switch
after which they are forwarded to their destination through
the appropriate switch ports. If no matching rule is found,
the OF-Switch forwards the packet to the SDN controller for
further processing. Furthermore, flowmodification messages
from the SDN controller enable the OF-switch to maintain a
mapping of port numbers to the media access control (MAC)
address of eNBs. In this way, the controller has a global view
of the network consisting of UEs, eNBs and OF-Switches.
A key advantage of this programmable platform is that it
allows applications to adapt to the network based on real-time
information [28]. Hence through SDN, the controllers in the
control plane can more efficiently manage the underlying
network with a view towards realizing a flexible and scalable
architecture for implementing various network applications
and services.
B. BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK LAYER IMPLEMENTATION
The blockchain network (BN) is deployed just above the SDN
platform and enables verification of network operations via
distributed network authorization. Every network operation
such as attachment and detachment of the UE from the RAN,
signaling request, data transfer etc. can be deemed to be a
transaction and as such information from such transactions
can be represented as a block and broadcast to all nodes on the
network for verification. The blockchain network interfaces
with the SDN controller via the northbound bound interface
using APIs (Python or C++). When exchanging informa-
tion (e.g., service request, service authorization, spectrum
sharing policy, etc.) with the blockchain network, the SDN
controller (sender) accomplishes this by using its private key
to sign transactions their own transactions which are address-
able on the network via the corresponding public key. The
blockchain network (receiver) uses the same hash function
as the sender to create the hash value of the transaction and
compares this value with the hash obtained by decrypting
the sender’s digital signature with the corresponding public
key in a bid to authenticate the sender’s digital key. These
transactions are written into the blockchain bymeans of smart
contracts.
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FIGURE 3. Formation of blockchain – each block carries a list of
transactions and harsh functions of the previous block.
Smart contracts are computer programs with contractual
clauses embedded in them which are automatically executed
once the enforcing or triggering conditions are met. In addi-
tion, the smart contract takes over the functions of the HSS
as it now stores user subscription information in a digital
ledger. The MNOs communicate with the smart contract
by writing transactions to the smart contract address and
are made part of the private blockchain network to enable
network interoperability. The choice of a private blockchain
platform over a public version is justified by the fact that
the large volume of traffic from external users in the public
blockchain introduces extra delays in reaching consensus
which ultimately impacts negatively on performance and
scalability. In a private blockchain, all the nodes have to
obey the rules of the network issued by a single monolithic
body (e.g., spectrum regulator), in order to ensure efficient
spectrum utilization while also enforcing penalties against
MNOs who violate the transmission standard for the fre-
quency band. Since the source code for the smart contract
is publicly visible, the blockchain platform where the code
resides guarantees immutability [29], in that way all parties
to the smart contract are assured that all possible suspicious
behaviors will be checked. Once the transactions have been
verified as valid, it is appended to the chain as a block using
a harsh value as shown in Fig. 3.
Thereafter, every node saves a copy of the updated
blockchain. Fig. 4 depicts the type of information that could
be contained in a typical smart contract. A brief description
of elements in the smart contract is given as follows:
Device ID: This is the identification number assigned
to devices which uniquely identifies the device (such as
the UE, core network nodes, blockchain network etc.) in the
network.The device ID is also used for authentication and
authorization purposes.
FIGURE 4. Typical information contained in a smart contract.
Device location: Gives the geographic location of nodes
in the network. This is useful for mobility management in
addition to providing targeted location-based services.
Subscription and billing information: Contains the ser-
vice profile of users or subscribers on the network. Such
information includes type and class of services subscribed to
by the UE, the billing cycle, the charging rate as well as the
validity period of those services.
Participating MNOs: Lists the MNOs participating in the
contract and who have entered into agreements with their
peers.
Operating frequency: Maintains information on the
frequency bands currently used by each MNO to pro-
vide services to its subscribers for purposes of spectrum
accountability.
QoS parameters: QoS parameters stipulate the perfor-
mance metrics against which services provided by MNOs are
monitored and evaluated. The services can be characterized
in terms of priority, throughput, bandwidth to be provided,
E2E packet delay, packet losses, availability etc. Failure to
provide the prescribed levels of service amounts to a breach
of contract and attracts a penalty (such as debit) which is
automatically triggered by the corresponding clause.
Breach of contract clause: This contains clearly defined
thresholds that must be met and the penalties that will
be incurred if those thresholds are not exceeded. It con-
tains explicit information on the deliverables by all parties
involved, the triggering conditions and how the penalties
will be enforced. In scenarios where the contract has been
breached after several consecutive billing cycles, the offend-
ing party is automatically delisted from the smart contract.
Transaction history: All the information on the transac-
tion history is stored in the blockchain and is accessible using
smart contracts. The information contained therein can be
used for account reconciliation and billing settlements. Over
time the volume of transaction can become very huge and
capable of creating storage bottlenecks in the blockchain.
In such scenarios, the information is moved off-chain to ease
the burden on the blockchain.
The centralization of SDN controllers, while enabling
ease of management of the entire network has an inherent
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drawback in that it introduces a single-point of failure bot-
tleneck in the network [15], [30]. In addition, the lack of con-
sistent records of network data poses difficulties for network
management given the heterogenous nature of the network.
An integrated SDN and blockchain architecture using smart
contracts would enable a distributed consistent record of SDN
data among all nodes in the blockchain thus allowing for
more efficient management of network resources. In addi-
tion, by eliminating total network control by any one node,
the associated risks of single point failure and multi-vendor
device isolation can be mitigated thereby enhancing fault
recovery [31]. Also, in networks consisting of multiple SDN
controller domains, the integration of blockchain and SDN
makes it possible to provide network redundancy and faster
recovery from network failure in the event any SDN con-
troller fails [32]. This is possible since the network informa-
tion stored in the blockchain is shared across all the other
SDN controllers making it possible for another SDN con-
troller to manage the affected domain.
Furthermore, security concerns in SDN especially with
respect to sharing network resources can be addressed using
blockchain [32], as it ensures the privacy of network users
by preventing untrusted members in the SDN network from
viewing and modifying shared resources and records.
IV. NETWORK OPERATION AND MANAGEMENT
At the heart of the novelty of our design is the integrated
SDN and blockchain architecture which serves to facilitate
business agreements between MNOs while also managing
radio access control in a shared network environment. Our
framework seeks to answer a fundamental problem of net-
work availability by facilitating the handover of mobile user
traffic to the next mobile operator whenever the UE enters
an area where the home operator has no coverage. Hence our
solution is targeted at addressing the coverage hole problem
experienced by mobile subscribers while maintaining their
existing UEs.
To solve this problem, the SDN controller employs control
logic to implement policies necessary for data flow control.
This flow occurs in two directions. In the downward flow
direction, the SDN controller generates packet forwarding
rules and interacts with the data plane via the southbound
interface based on network operation policies defined by
SDN applications. In the upward direction, the controller
collects network status and synchronization information from
the underlying infrastructure which is used to build a global
view of the network; this view is presented to SDN applica-
tions through the northbound interface. The BN on the other
hand, handles user registration and maintains a shared billing
system of both MNOs as well as an SLA manager which is
implemented in the blockchain using a smart contract. With
this configuration, the smart contract becomes responsible
for coordinating and providing billing settlements and agreed
levels of service to subscribers. Furthermore, service level
authorization by blockchain ensures that only subscribers
FIGURE 5. Network management signaling diagram using smart contract.
who have subscribed to a specific service have access to that
service.
In terms of network operation, Fig. 5 illustrates the signal-
ing sequence and transactions that occur between the different
nodes and how the smart contract is used for access control
and network management. First, the UE radio resource con-
trol (UE RRC) entity at the UE performs periodic channel
state measurements and sends the report to the HeNB RRC
entity at the HeNB. The HeNB as soon as it receives the
measurement reports forwards only those related to han-
dover events to the SDN controller which are employed
in implementing handover decisions. The report includes
such parameters as reference signal received power (RSRP)
and reference signal received quality (RSRQ) which are
used as event triggering conditions for handover. Currently
ns-3 supports five (5) event-based triggering criteria: A1,
A2, A3, A4 and A5 [33]. For the purposes of this study,
we are interested in the event A3 triggering condition. The
event A3 triggering condition is used for implementing the
A3RsrpHandoverAlgorithm also known as the strongest cell
algorithm. This is motivated by the fact that once the RSRP
of the home MNO (MNO1) degrades significantly as may
occur when a UE moves outside its coverage area, the next
available MNO will have a higher RSRP. In current LTE
standard, the UE performs handover as soon as the RSRP of
the target HeNB (THeNB) exceeds the RSRP of its serving
HeNB (SHeNB) by a threshold value called the hystere-
sis [33] or handover margin [26]. The condition for handover
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is given by:
RSRPTHeNB > RSRPSHeNB +   (1)
where   is the handover margin. In our model, the SHeNB
represents the HenB of the home MNO while THeNB repre-
sents the HeNB of the next available MNO.
A further condition known as the time to trigger (TTT)
is required prior to commencing handover procedures and it
indicates the time duration over which the THeNB’s RSRP
must be continuously higher than the RSRP in order to trigger
handover. The RSRP threshold values and TTT are imple-
mented at the SDN controller as matching conditions. Note
that it is critically important that these two conditions are
met before handover can be initiated in order to mitigate the
‘‘ping-pong handover problem’’ [34] – a phenomenon char-
acterized by back and forth signaling storm which results in
too frequent handovers. Unlike current LTE implementation
where handover is either initiated from the UE or HeNBs,
we argue that it will be better if the handover decision is
made by the SDN controller since it has a global view of the
network and hence has a greater potential of realizing effi-
cient resource allocation. The optimumplacement of the SDN
controller therefore presents a very interesting and important
research problem which has been earmarked for future work.
Upon receiving the handover request, the SDN controller
compares the received values with the matching conditions
given by (1) and TTT values. Once the conditions are
met, the controller exchanges messages with the smart con-
tract which checks if there are any pre-existing agreements
between MNO 1 and MNO 2 for that UE. If such agreements
exist, the controller performs admission control procedures
to ascertain that MNO 2 core network can provide the agreed
QoS guarantees as stipulated in the SLA and implements
the A3RsrpHandoverAlgorithm by forwarding the handover
request to the OF-Switch port connected to the THeNB.
At the same time, the UE detaches from SHeNB and attaches
to the THeNB. The THeNB thereafter replies with a handover
confirmation packet to the controller. Finally, the subscriber
establishes a sessionwithMNO2 over the THeNB and billing
procedures are automatically initiated. The pseudocode for
this implementation is illustrated in Algorithm 1. Line 6 of
the algorithm is crucial as it stipulates the criteria necessary
for commencing handover procedures. If this first condition
is not met, no handover occurs.
The logical centralized control provided by the SDN con-
troller enables it to maintain a global view of the network
allowing for efficient monitoring of spectrum usage, proper
coordination of spectrum mobility and effective implemen-
tation of spectrum sharing strategies among MNOs. The
blockchain network advertises the service profile of the
devices on the network to the SDN controller and enforce-
ment of the terms of the contract which is translated into
flow rules and made available to the SDN switches. These
flow rules determine which devices should be granted access
to the network and what type/class of service these devices
can access. Thus, access to the network is controlled at two
Algorithm 1 Spectrum Access Mangement Between Opera-
tors
1: Initialization: Enter (UE ID, MNO1, MNO2,
SHeNB, THeNB, smart contract, BN, SDN controller,
RSRPthreshold)
2: UE performs RFmeasurements and obtains RSRP values
3: UE sends RSRP values to the SHeNB
4: The SHeNB sends RSRP values to the SDN controller
5: SDN controller receives RSRP values:
6: if RSRPTHeNB > RSRPSHeNB +   then
7: if 1 > TTT then
8: SDN controller sends service request to BN
9: BN checks smart contract for verification of
pre-existing agreement betweenMNO1 andMNO2:
10: if contract exists between MNO1 and MNO2 then
11: SDN controller ! Send UE Service Request to
MNO2
12: MNO2 checks SLA provisioning requirement
13: ifMNO2 meets SLA provisions then
14: MNO2 ! SDN controller //service request
notification
15: else





20: SDN controller! SHeNB!UE //service grant noti-
fication
21: Session establishment: UE ! THeNB ! MNO2
22: Smart contract initiates billing procedures
23: end if
levels – service level using blockchain and device level
using SDN. Furthermore, the blockchain layer facilitates a
distributed peer-to-peer network where non-trusting mem-
bers (MNOs) can interact with each other without a trusted
intermediary, thus creating a framework for trusted interac-
tion in a trustless environment. From the mobile subscriber
perspective, a digital transaction is carried out when a phone
call is made, text messages are sent or data is used on the
network, leading to large amount of transactional information
that has to be verified to ensure customers are billed correctly.
In heterogenous networks consisting of diverse devices with
different service profiles and service requirements, the lack of
consistent billing records of network data could pose serious
difficulties for network management and billing settlement.
Our integrated SDN and blockchain architecture using smart
contracts enables a distributed consistent record of network
management data which ensures accurate billing and effec-
tive network management. Specifically, the smart contract
helps maintain a record of which devices have access to
what resources. Fig.6 shows how the smart contract in the
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FIGURE 6. Smart contract implemented in blockchain layer as an overlay
on SDN.
blockchain layer can be implemented on top of the SDN layer
while Fig 7. shows the logical flow of information between
blockchain and SDN.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The architecture is modeled using network simulator 3
(ns-3) and a blockchain platform. The ns-3 simulator is
integrated with an SDN platform realized using the Open-
Flow switch (OFSwitch) 1.3 module while the blockchain
platform consists of an off-chain smart contract, Ethereum
private blockchain and the simulation module. The consen-
sus mechanism employed is the Proof of Work (PoW). The
smart contract enables management of access rights needed
to facilitate interoperability between multiple operators. The
contracts are designed based on the different vertical ser-
vices users subscribe to and serves as an interface between
multiple operators. The private blockchain is initialized on a
test-net using Geth (go-ethereum) software and thereafter the
genesis file is set up. The genesis file is used to define the
genesis block which is the first block of the blockchain [15],
and provides information about specifications of the block
including such variables as gas limit, difficulty level, coin-
base, timestamp and transaction fee.
In this paper, our focus is on how the SDN controller
and blockchain platform can be used to manage spec-
trum resources through access control of UEs to spectrum
assets (RAN) as well as output from the blockchain. In study-
ing the impact of SDN and blockchain platform in radio
access management, we assume that a contractual agreement
between the different MNOs is already in place. The SDN
controller is designed using the OFSwitch13InternalHelpler
function which is included in the new OFSwitch13 module
in ns-3. The parameters used in the simulation are presented
FIGURE 7. Logical flow of information between blockchain and SDN.
in Table 2 and the RAN simulation scenario is illustrated
in Fig. 8.
Any UE from a given MNO (e.g., MNO 1 subscriber)
seeking to access services on different MNO (e.g., Host on
MNO 2), conducts regular measurement reports to confirm
spectrum availability of the intended MNO (by virtue of a
higher RSRP) and notifies the SDN controller via the SHeNB.
The UEs and HeNBs have a transmit power of 100 mW with
the HeNB having a coverage radius of 30 m. The above sce-
nario is modelled in NS3 simulator, to study the performance
of the network when users move between 3 HeNBs as shown
in Fig. 8. The duration of the simulation takes into consid-
eration the length of time required to transfer the control
signal from a UE moving at a velocity of 2 m/s, between
3 MNOs beginning from the cell edge of MNO 1 to the edge
ofMNO3,while also allowing extra time for the simulation to
settle into a steady state. Based on the above considerations,
a simulation duration of 150 seconds is chosen.
Once access has been granted by the SDN controller to
the RAN, the UE makes a transaction to the smart contract
address to initialize and trigger the services specified in the
contract. It is important to note that the time it takes for the
BN to change the contract from one operator to the next one
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TABLE 2. Simulation paramters.
will affect the network availability for the user. Hence it is a
critical requirement that this contract switching delay be kept
to a minimum.
VI. RESULTS
The simulation performance of the SDN controller in han-
dling the handover decisions across the 3 HeNBs is shown
in Fig. 9.
In our simulation, the SDN controller is responsible for
making the handover decisions since it maintains a global
view of the network. The graph shows the periodic RSRP
measurements (in dBm) provided by the UE to the SDN
controller as it moves from one HeNB to another.
At the beginning of the simulation, the UE is connected
to HeNB 1 (the Home MNO) since it has the highest RSRP
(strongest cell). This is indicated by the dotted blue line.
As the UE moves from the edge of HeNB 1 along the pos-
itive x-axis (UE, 0, 0), the RSRP values increase accord-
ingly and reaches its peak when the UE is at the centre of
FIGURE 8. RAN simulation scenario in ns-3 simulator.
FIGURE 9. RSRP measurements received by the SDN controller as the UE
moves across femtocells.
the HeNB 1. Further movement of the UE away from the
centre towards the other edge of HeNB 1 sees a decline in
the RSRP values reported to the SDN controller. At the same
time, it is observed that there is a gradual increase in the RSRP
value of HeNB 2, which represents the next available MNO
(dotted red line), due to the movement of the UE away from
HeNB 1 towards the vicinity of HeNB 2.
It should be noted at this point the UE is still connected to
HeNB 1, albeit its RSRP value continues to decrease until
the RSRP value of HeNB 2 exceeds that of HeNB 1 by a
threshold value and persists in that condition for a certain
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FIGURE 10. Average throughput from UEs (a) Without blockchain (b) With
blockchain.
duration - we have set these values in our simulation as 3 dB
and 256 ms respectively. These values which represent our
matching conditions are chosen because a 3 dB difference
represents a 50 percent drop in signal power level, which is
very significant, while a delay of 256 ms is just about ade-
quate to accommodate handover procedures and transactions
to the blockchain while also ensuring session continuity for
real time applications such as voice and video. Upon receiv-
ing these matching conditions, the SDN controller writes
to the smart contract to confirm the presence of a contract
between bothMNOs and thereafter automatically initiates the
handover procedure for transferring the UE from HeNB 1 to
HeNB 2 (since it is now the cell with the strongest RSRP)
by invoking the A3RsrspHandoverAlgorithm. The handover
point is indicated by the dotted vertical red line. The same
procedure is executedwhen theUEmoves away from the cov-
erage area of HeNB 2 into the vicinity of HeNB 3. The second
handover point is indicated by the dotted vertical green line.
Fig. 10 shows a comparison of the network performance
in terms of the average throughput measured across ten (10)
UEs with and without blockchain implementation. It can be
seen in Fig. 10 (a) that in the absence of a smart contract
agreement, users experience a total break in network connec-
tivity and hence a disruption in services as theymove between
HeNBs. The absence of a smart contract agreement between
MNOs means that there is no control signal available from
the next operator to facilitate handover and session transfer
between MNOs when users move between operators.
FIGURE 11. Number of transactions across different users on MNO2.
In contrast however, Fig. 10 (b) shows the performance
of the network when a smart contract agreement is in place.
In this scenario, the throughput is maintained at near optimum
levels (10 Mbps) with very minimal disruption as the user
moves between different MNOs due to the enforcement of
the smart contract. The is because the smart contract makes
a control signal available to serve as mobility anchor point
from other operators who are co-parties to the agreement in
order to enable the handover between MNOs as soon as users
move outside the coverage area of any MNO. Furthermore,
the execution of the smart contract ensures that operators
provide the prescribed levels of service stipulated in the SLA,
to enable seamless continuity of sessions as illustrated in the
graph. The handover delay in moving from one HeNB to the
next available HeNB is equivalent to the roundtrip time in
writing a transaction to the smart contract address, which
from our simulation is approximately 70 ms. This delay
figure is enough to meet the stringent delay requirements
required for real-time applications such voice and video (150
- 200 ms) [35].
The blockchain transaction simulation is carried out on
fifteen (15) Ethereum virtual machines (VM) in order to
provide insight on the frequency of transactions between
multiple users and the number of times users access services
from the MNOs. The virtual machines run on a Dell Latitude
7400 with Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-8665U CPU @ 2.11 GHz,
16 GB of RAM, and 1 Gbps ethernet connection. The dif-
ficulty level is set to 1 for every block and the approximate
block processing time is set to about 10 seconds using the
PoW consensus algorithm. The blockchain performance is
evaluated across different instances with 1, 5, 15 and 25 users
actively interacting with the smart contract, each instance was
simulated for 600 seconds as shown in Fig. 11.
It is observed that the number of transactions increases
over time across the different categories of users, however,
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FIGURE 12. Average number of transactions per second at different
instances during the simulation with increasing number of users.
the number of transactions mined decreases with increase
in users. This is due to the increased number of blocks that
have to be processed by miners which in turn increases the
difficulty level culminating in a slow consensus. The record-
ing of every single transaction in the blockchain results in
a very huge amount of data to be stored in the blockchain
which comes with severe penalties such as increased latency
(i.e. time to execute a transaction) and reduced scalability.
To cope with latency and scalability issues which constitute a
major challenge in blockchain implementations, our solution
adopts the strategy of moving most of the transactional data
off-chain, leaving only the most recent transaction on the
blockchain. To facilitate this without breaking the block’s
harsh, all transactions are hashed in a Merkle tree with only
the root included in the block’s hash. This is supported by
our results in Fig.12, which shows an analysis of the number
of transactions per second at different instances of the sim-
ulation with increasing number of users. It is observed that
the number of transactions executed at each instance of the
simulation (100 s, 300 s, 400 s, 600 s) are relatively consistent
for each set of users and decreases just marginally with
an increasing number of users. From the simulation results,
the huge number of successful transactions recorded notwith-
standing the increase in number of users clearly demonstrates
the scalability of our solution and how smart contracts can
enable interoperability across network operators.
Our proposed multi-operator small cell solution very much
aligns with provisions of the latest 3GPP Release 15 and
beyond which allow support for multi-operator core network
(MOCN), whereby the RAN can be shared by multiple core
networks [24], [36]. This blockchain agreement executed via
smart contracts enables spectrum sharing through the shared
use of the RAN bymultiple core networks. The servingMNO
provides the radio access elements e.g., eNBs/HeNBs which
are shared to provide access to both home and visiting sub-
scribers. The MOCN used in our scenario is justified because
the MNOs each maintain their core networks and shared
access is provided over the RAN.However, our approach uses
smart contracts to enable RAN sharing so that subscribers
from other operators can have access to the shared radio
elements provided by the serving MNO (sharing operator).
It is important to note that the approach we have introduced
here is generic and can apply to any part of the spectrum that
is currently in use by cellular systems or other parts that may
be included by 3GPP in future.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper presents a model for multi-operator small cell
deployment for 5G systems and beyond. The most important
contribution of this work is the development of a frame-
work that enables business agreements between MNOs for
managing access to the radio network and network services
using the smart contract feature of blockchains. Simulation
results show that our platform enables users to access network
service across operators.
Future research work includes consideration of additional
decision metrics such as minimizing additional latency due
to the blockchain, maximizing energy efficiency and maxi-
mizing resilience. Furthermore, the resource allocation prob-
lem will be extended into a mixed integer linear program-
ming (MILP) optimization problem. The objective here is
to find the optimum number of UEs from MNOs with lim-
ited resources that can be matched to MNOs with adequate
resources based on some metrics (such as latency, power con-
sumption, resilience). Finally, the effect of the SDN controller
and blockchain operation on network performance indices
such as E2E delay and packet loss will also be investigated.
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